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Despite Cyber Crime's Publicity, Cyber Insurance
Remains Underutilized and Mysterious
C
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the Internet giant: it turned down
Microsoft's 2008 $44 billion purchase
offer, but Verizon recently purchased its
assets for $4.8 billion.7 Anthem ended its
class action data breach lawsuit with a
S115 million settlement, the largest reported to date for a cyber incident. 8
Nationwide paid $5.5 million to three state
Attorneys Generals for damage from a
2012 data brcach.9
While large corporate data breach
events get the most press, small businesses
are a more frequent and more likely target
for devastating (at least to the business)
cybersecurity losses: "Smaller businesses
don't have the same sort of money to
invest in cybcr-sccurity products as larger
ones. In addition, smaller businesses are
less likely to be able to provide training to
employees with regards to identifying and
tackling cybercrime."IO Yet less than 5%
of small businesses carry cyber insurance
coverage. 11 The health care industry is the
largest target in the cconomy. 12 Law firms
are particu larly vulnerable to ransomware
attacks because they are exceptionally
financially sensitive to "down time_,,\3
Tryg, Denmark's largest insurer,
expects 90 percent of its corporate cus~:t;e~~s~rJ ~::;~r:~s:;:~~:a~:~t;~!~~~
continues to evolve, with more companies
excludi ng cyber exposures from most
commercial general liability (CG L)
policies and offering stand-alone policies
that address both first- and third-party
exposures from the most common sources
of loss l 5 Risk aggregation remains a serious problem in the cyber market: "catastrophe" modeling for a massive cyber
incident is different than for other
exposures like hurricanes - for the latter,
scores of insurers will participate in
coverage based on the geographic limit of
the damage , but cyber events have no
defined boundaries. 16 In the future,
analysts predict, insurers will further segment and specialize the products they
offer , e.g., reversing the trend of
"'bundling" coverage for diverse first- and
third-party exposures into a la carte policies and focusing new business only on
spcci fie industries. 17
Cy ber Insura nce Coverage Litigation
Upda te
What appears clear at this point is that
traditional commercial lines, such as a
commercial property and liability policy, a
crime policy, or a business owner's policy,
arc poor vehicles for cybcr risk transfer
compared to a policy specifically tailored
to cybcr exposure. lnComm suffered an
SI I million loss based on cardholders'

exploiting a coding error in its network,
but Great American Insurance successfully
(so far) avoided coverage under the "com-
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Ins. Co . filed a declaratory judgment
action against Rosen Millennium, Inc. to
avoid coverage for data breach liability
under Rosen's policy covering personal
injuries, property damage and advertising
injuries; the case is in protracted motions
on the pleadings and, in the meantime,
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ybercrime frequency and severity is
not merely growi ng; the growth rate is
growing. Accenture Security reports that
commercial cybercrime losses rose 27% in
frequency and 23% in severity in the past
12 months. I Ransomware attacks have
risen 200% and, on average, take 23 days
to fully resolve. 2 Consider the implications for business interruption and the
resiliency of small versus large businesses
to an interruption of that duration.
The Equifax data breach "has been
widely described as the worst in history•· 3
and will likely cost consumers $4.1 billion
in credit protection alone4 . The damage
from fraud resolution and losses not
amenable to mitigation is presently incalculable; cybersecurity experts say we may
never know the actual number of victims,
and some victims may not suffer damage
for ycars. 5 Yahoo recently updated its
breach severity, revealing that all of its
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This re-hashing of the same issues raised
in past CGL cyber litigation remains relatively immaterial for risk managers moving forward since traditional lines are ever
more explicitly excluding cyber exposures
to avoid the ambiguities at issue in such
cases. 20
Standing is still the most controversial
aspect of data breach privacy litigation specifically, whether the risk of future
harm is sufficient to confer standing for
plaintiffs suing a company that released
their sensitive personal infom1ation. Under
Spokeo v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540 (2016),
Article Ill of the Constitution requires

"concrete harm" for standing. Federal
courts have split about what a data breach
victim must allege to maintain Article Ill
standing. The District of Columbia Circuit
was the latest court to hold that a risk of
future harm satisfied the Spokeo rule:
'"Coming down on the side of at least five
other circuits, the D.C. Circuit held that a
group of CareFirst policyholders had
'cleared the low bar to establish their
standing at the pleading stage' by asserting
that there was a substantial risk that their
stolen personal infom1ation could be used
'for ill' - identity theft or medical han11even though it had yet to be misuscd." 21
But the Second and Fourth Circuits have
upheld dismissals where the data breach
victims failed to prove, e.g., that anyone
actually made fraudulent charges on their
credit cards or that anyone had misused
their leaked sensitive personal infonnation.22 Cyber insurance litigation is so
new that the Spokeo standing is the only
subject about which attorneys have significant appellate precedent, and the precedent is confusing at best.
Spcarph ishing remains charted but
volatile territory in first-party cyber litigation. Spearphising schemes involve an

email from an apparently authentic source
directing someone to transfer funds to
someone else, e.g. a vendor. When the
email is a fake, the funds end up in the
wrong hands. Ameriforge Group filed such
a claim against Federal Insurance (Chubb)
under its cyber policy, alleging a ··computer fraud coverage" claim. Federal denied
coverage - this was fraud, not ··computer
fraud," and it was a wire transfer, but not
an ··unauthorized wire transfer'" (just a
mistaken one.) Ameriforge sued Chubb in
February 2016 . The case ended with a stipulated dismissal in February 2017. 23 In
August 2017, a California mortgage company likewise sued its insurer, Aspen
Specialty, after a spearphishing coverage
deniaJ.24 The case remained pending in
the Eastern District of California as of
October 2017. American Tooling Center
recently lost on summary judgment in its
bid for email scam coverage under its
Travelers cybcr insurance policy that covered "direct loss" that was "directly caused
by" the use of a computer (the court found
that "the company took several steps
between the time it received the fraudstcr's
emails and when it wired the funds.")25
(Conti nued on page 9)
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By contrast, earlier this year Medidata won
a distric1 court cove rage decision that
spearphishing was ''fraudu lent entry" into
its computer system. --As the parties arc
:; ,(~~:~:(lgl:i::;e.%

trick is still larce-

Whether cyber insurance covers insider
malfeasance
is also questionable.
sued Denali
Columbia Sportswear
Advanced Integration for loss arising from
a hack by Dcnali's fonncr employee. The
Hartford sued Denali lo confirm its coverage and defense tender denial based on
several exclusions in Denali's policy.27
The factual circums tances of the lawsuit
arc unusual, but as an IT consulting firm,
the queslionable scope of Denali's questionable cyber liability coverage is a cautionary 1a\e for every company. Insider
malfeasance would be an expected coverage for companies who purchase cybcr
insurance. lfjormer insider malfeasance is
not covered, that gap leaves policyho lders
with a dangerous exposure.
Co nclusion
Over the past year, the controversies we
have 1101 seen may be as educational as the
controvers ies we have. We arc not seeing
frequent reports of coverage litigat ion
involving the most predictable cybercr imc
losses - ransomwa re, lhird-party privacy
liability, electronic intrusion and theft of
trade secrets, direct computer theft, etc. and policies specifically tailored to cover
cybcrcrimc. That may be a sign that most
of the la1es1 policies designed to cover
cybcrcrime actually do so. But perhaps
those products are still so new and the
cyber threat matrix so quickly evolving
that the coverage disputes arc a powderkeg wa iting for an igni tion sou rce.
According to Joshua Gold, who chairs
Anderson Kill's cyber insurance recovery
group, ''Despite the breadth of coverage
promised by many cybcr policies, there is
also a lot of untested and non-uniform fine
print that some insurers will surely seize

upon to challenge claims , despite the
original intent of 1he parties:·28 An
insurance attorney's best move is to continue monitoring 1his quickly-developing
area of practice. A small business's best
move is 10 get dedicated cyber coverage the 5% who have done so aren"t ahead of
the curve, but rather simply keeping up
with it, and the 95% who haven't are in
peril.
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